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Introduction
This report presents a set of functions, written in C++, that can be used to estimate fluid drag coefficients. The code does not perform estimations based on first-principle calculations. Rather, it relies on user-supplied tables that relate drag coefficients to Mach and Reynolds numbers. Bilinear interpolations are used to estimate drag coefficients between tabulated values. Two sample user-input tables, both relating to spheres, are provided.
Background
Drag, the force that acts on an object in a manner that opposes the motion of the object through a fluid, can be calculated using the equation
where  is the density of the fluid, A is the cross-sectional area of the object, v is the speed of the object relative to the fluid, and D C is the object's drag coefficient. For relatively slow speeds, D C is commonly assumed to be a function solely of Reynolds number. Reynolds number is defined by the equation
where L is a characteristic linear dimension (e.g., diameter for spheres) and  is the fluid's kinematic viscosity.
Kinematic viscosity is defined by the equation
where  is the fluid's dynamic viscosity and  is the fluid's density. 
where c is the speed of sound in the fluid. Values for atmospheric pressure, density, temperature, and speed of sound can also be calculated using the yAtmosphere namespace (5 
Re stores a set of Reynolds numbers. 
Interpolating DRMTABLE Structs -the DragCoefficient() Function
The DragCoefficient() function can be used to calculate D C given values for M , L , c ,  , and a DMRTABLE. A bilinear interpolation is used to calculate drag coefficients between tabulated values. 
DragCoefficient() Code
inline double DragCoefficient(//<CALCULATES A DRAG COEFFICIENT FROM A DMRTABLE double M,//<---------------------------------------------------MACH NUMBER double L,//<-------------CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH (METERS FOR DEFAULT VALUES) DMRTABLE&T,//<--------------------------------------------------A DRMTABLE double c=340.29,//<----LOCAL SPEED OF SOUND (DEFAULT -SEA-LEVEL ATM. m/s) double eta=1.4607E-5){//<-------KINIMATIC VISCOSITY (SEA-LEVEL ATM. m^2/s) double x=M,)if(y<Y[j])break;// Y[j]<=y<=Y[j+1] double Za=(y-Y[j-1])/(Y[j]-Y[j-1])*(Z[i-1][j]-Z[i-1][j-1])+Z[i-1][j-1]; double Zb=(y-Y[j-1])/(Y[j]-Y[j-1])*(Z[i][j]-Z[i][j-1])+Z[i][j-1]; return (x-X[i-1])/(X[i]-X[i-1])*(Zb-Za)+Za; }//~~~~YAGENAUT@GMAIL.COM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LAST~UPDATED~04SEP2013~~~~~~R M min , E R max , E R min M max M cL R M E max ,   cL R M E min ,      McL M R E 
DragTable() Code
inline std::vector<std::vector<double> >DragTable(//<=CREATES A Cd VS. M TABLE double L,//<-------------CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH (METERS FOR DEFAULT VALUES) DMRTABLE&T,//<--------------------------------------------------A DRMTABLE double
DragTable() Return Value
The DragTable() function returns a drag versus Mach It is possible for the output table to be empty. This will be the case when the blue diagonal line shown in figure 5 does not intersect the shaded region.
Creating a DMRTABLE Struct for Spheres -the Krumins1972() Function
The Krumins1972() function can be used to create a DMRTABLE that contains tabulated data given by Krumins's table I (6). Figure 6 presents a graph of the tabulated data. 
Krumins1972() Code

Krumins1972() Return Value
The Krumins1972() function returns a DMRTABLE that is based on the information presented in figure 6 .
Creating a DMRTABLE Struct for Spheres -the Bailey1972() Function
The Bailey1972() function can be used to create a DMRTABLE that contains tabulated data based on the data that was used to create the graph in figure 2 . However, the tabulated data presented in figure 2 could not be used directly. As a result of the digitizing process, each set of drag coefficients associated with a particular Reynolds number had its own set of Mach numbers. Recall that a requirement for DMRTABLE structs is that there be a single set of Mach numbers, where each Mach number/Reynolds number pair corresponds to a drag coefficient. Once a single set of Mach numbers was chosen, linear interpolations were used to find corresponding drag coefficients. For values outside the existing tabulated data (where interpolations were not possible), the drag coefficient was chosen to be equal to the known drag coefficient for the same Reynolds number that had the closest Mach number to that of the unknown value. This was done to allow the data obtained from Bailey and Hiatt (3) to be compatible with the DMRTABLE format. The extrapolated values are not meant to be reliable estimations. Figure 7 shows the reworked tabulated data. 
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A second complication exists for the tabulated data shown in figure 2 . The original graph was monochromatic and of low resolution. As a result of the line crossings that are shown in figure 2 , the vertical ordering of the lines at the left of the graph could not be determined with certainty.
Due to problems inherent in Bailey and Hiatt's data, output from the Bailey1972() function may not be reliable. 
Bailey1972() Code
inline
Bailey1972() Return Value
The Bailey1972() function returns a DMRTABLE that is based on the information presented in figure 7.
Example -Creating Drag Versus Mach Tables
The example code presented in section 8.1 creates a drag coefficient versus Mach number table that is applicable to spheres having a diameter of 0.0001 m and sea-level atmospheric conditions. The code uses the Krumins1972() function to create a table based on Krumins's data. Substituting the Bailey1972() function for the Krumins1972() function allows the tables to be based on the data from Bailey and Hiatt. Figure 8 presents a graphical interpretation of the tabulated data. 
Code Summary
A summary sheet is provided at the end of this report. It presents the yDrag namespace, which contains the single struct and four functions that are described in this report. 
